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From our bunker station, we supply a variety of fuels for inland 

and sea vessels. We also sell lubricants, fuel additives, AdBlue, 

as well as providing fuel treatments services.

Renewable fuels
In addition to supplying traditional fuels, Nobel has also concentrated 

on newer and cleaner fuels such as (Bio) LNG, GTL and HVO. In 

2011, after years of pioneering, Nobel was given the opportunity 

for bunkering the first LNG inland barge in Europe. Today we have 

a certified LNG Bunkering quay, which LNG tankers use regularly.

Quay
It is possible to use our quay when it comes to delivering slops 

or perform lifting work and repairs. Our facilities can be used for 

shorter or longer periods of time. While using our quay, you will 

experience the convenience of our one-stop-shop.

A. Nobel & Zn. is a total supplier for the maritime sector. As a market 
leader in filters, supplier of fuels and all kinds of ship supplies, we are 
the trusted address for your total ship equipment.

Complete supplier
We serve the total width of the maritime sector from 

our location in Zwijndrecht. Due to our extensive 

facilities and large stocks, you can call us a real 

one-stop-shop.

Three generations
We are distinguished by expertise built up over more 

than 50 years by three generations and our special-

ized employees, who attach high value to service and 

quality. Combining this with a substantiated advice.

Central location
We are located in Zwijndrecht, along Europe’s major 

shipping routes and close to important ports such 

as Rotterdam, Moerdijk and Dordrecht. Due to our 

central location, customers find us easily and we are 

able to deliver quickly.

A. NOBEL & ZN. MORE THAN ONLY FUEL

ABOUT US BUNKERSERVICE

QuaysServiceQuality

Visit our
new website

and webshop!

www.anobel.nl



Microscopic
control

Do you have possible damage to 
your filters? With our advanced 

equipment we are able to diagnose, 
check micronages and thereby 

indicate and solve these problems.

Rental of
mobile units

Contaminated fuel or hydraulic oil? 
We have mobile filter units ready to 

filter and clean this.

Repair and
maintenance

Does your filter unit need an 
overhaul? We have our own 

technicians to perform this in-house 
or at your location.

Oil Air

Cooling Water Hydraulics

Water Fuel

Nobel is market leader in filtration. We are an 
authorized distributor of brands like Fleetguard 
and Parker. Besides these distributorships, we 
also have many other brands on stock.

Large stocks
From our warehouse we offer a complete range of filters and 

accessories directly from stock. Thanks to good relationships 

with various filter brands, we are able to deliver products that 

are not in stock in a short period of time.

Knowledge
In addition to supplying filters, we are also your partner when it 

comes to filtration problems for various applications. We have 

developed our own equipment for cleaning oil and separating 

water. Besides that, we keep track the order patterns of our 

customers. When we identify irregularities or see cost-cutting 

opportunities, we contact them directly.

A SELECTION OF OUR ASSORTMENTFILTRATION & SEPARATION

OTHER SERVICES

Worldwide deliveryLarge stocksVarious brands

MARKET LEADER IN FILTRATION



See our
webshop

for our
full range

Safety Equipment Tools Stickers

Painting & Sanding Ironwork

Hoses & Ropes Office Supplies Electricity

ClothingLight Cleaning

Nobel is the central point for purchasing your marine equipment. In 
our spacious store you will find everything that is standard on a ship. 
Thanks to our large stock and wide range, we are able to quickly fill any 
shortage in your ship equipment. In addition, we serve as a supplier for 
the entire equipment of new-build vessels.

Specialized staff
Our enthusiastic employees have great expertise and 

experience with a wide range of products. They will 

give you a well-founded advice.

Short delivery times
Thanks to our wide-ranging contacts, we are able 

to offer the most diverse products under favorable 

conditions and with a short delivery time.

Everything deliverable
We are characterized by our high service level. For 

our customers, we do everything we can to fulfill their 

requests and take work off their hands. Whether it 

concerns additional advice on one of our products, 

or a unique item that falls outside our range and has 

to be ordered. Thanks to our wide-ranging contacts, 

we are able to offer the most diverse products under 

favorable conditions and with a short delivery time.

ONE-STOP SHOP
SHIP EQUIPMENT

Large stocks Everything deliverable Quick delivery



Visit our new website and webshop

www.anobel.nl


